
WELCOME!



Our School Spelling Policy 2019 - Key Messages

Our Vision 

Spelling is integral to a learner’s self esteem and 

ability to communicate in writing.  Through our 

differentiated and motivating approach to the 

teaching of spelling all learners will be given the 

opportunity to make progress with their spelling and 

be able to communicate their needs and ideas 

confidently in writing.



What will this look like?
 Primary 3 – 7 will follow our new school progressive 

spelling programme.

 On a Monday the teacher will introduce the sound for the 

week.  The children will have a differentiated spelling list 

but they will all learn the same spelling pattern.

 During the week they will have the opportunity to practise 

the spelling pattern using multi-sensory teaching 

strategies.  (see slide 5)



Example of spelling sound list in P6 …

Weekly Focus:-

soft g

Group 1

energy                 

giant

general               

ginger

genius                 

magic

gentle                  

tragic

Group 2

advantage                 

geometry

arrangement              

emergency

generalise

giraffe

genuine                 

intelligent

Group 3

archeology                

gymnasium

chronological              

menagerie

contagious               

meteorologist

gesticulate                  

prestigious



What are multi-sensory teaching strategies?

Say
TTYP

flashcards
guess which
mnemonics

rhyme
say/ sing  syllables

word tennis

Write
(Using cursive script)

rainbow spelling
hi-light spelling 

pattern from a text
alphabetize your 

spelling list
word search

word muddling
spelling shapes/ 

pictures
friends and enemies

tracing
back writing
air writing
dictation
hangman

Make/Do
tallying

word clapping
partner L,C,S,W,Ch
find words within 

words
noughts and crosses
model/make word 
with materials
matching games
finger spelling

magnetic boards
typing
cutting

stamp it out
dictionary hunt
spelling aerobics



How will be assess and track that your 

child is making progress?

 Ongoing – look, cover, sound out, write, check/self assessment/ peer 

assessment/teacher assessment of application of spelling patterns in 

pupil writing in class

 Once a term – summative test of sounds covered that term.  This test 

will take place in their home-school learning journal so that you can 

see evidence of progress.  We will be testing ability to apply the 

sounds learnt NOT whether your child has learnt the spelling list for 

each sound.

 Annually – all pupils will be tested using the single word spelling test 

to track progress and identify pupils who would benefit from 

programmes of support.



Highland Literacy Reading

 An approach used throughout Scotland to develop reading skills.

 Very structured approach with key tasks for pupils over the course of 

the week. 

 ‘Core reading’ carried out in school, as children are given an allotted 

time for silent reading. 

 Primary 3 – 7 a focus on comprehension and application of reading 

skills through discussion, both pupil-led and teacher-led.

 Please encourage the reading of a variety of texts at home. This is 

called Reading for Enjoyment, and is an integral part of the Highland 

Literacy Programme.



Highland Literacy Reading

Primary 3 – 7
 Organised into 3 or 4 reading sessions a week.

 Reading, Follow-up activity, discussion, plus one more literacy 

task.

 Core Reader will not go home.

 Given opportunities to enjoy reading a variety of texts. 

 Main focus of comprehension is through follow-up tasks and 

discussion.



Hermie Counts

 We are aiming to improve our mathematical mental agility across 
the school.

 Hermie Counts will focus on daily 10 to 15 minute mental agility at 
the start of every maths lesson. 

 The whole school will focus on each aspect at the same time.



Hermie Counts

‘A Rainbow of Numeracy Skills’

Counting forwards and 

backwards

Number after and 

before

Number 

recognition

Combining 

and 

partitioning 

numbers & 

place value

Addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division; 

fractions, decimal fractions 

and percentages; ratio and 

proportion

Sequencing and 

ordering; 

number lines; 

equivalences



Home School Learning Policy – Key 

Messages

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF HOME LEARNING?

To consolidate and reinforce learning.

To promote home/school partnerships and provide opportunities for parents and 

children to work together.

To promote the value and enjoyment of life-long learning.

To develop independent learning skills and encourage good learning habits.

To provide an opportunity for parents to gain an understanding of what and how 

children are learning at school.

To provide tasks which build on the children’s skills and interests.

We acknowledge that different family circumstances provide different amounts of 

time for families to learn together.  This policy was created in response to parent 

feedback that our home learning policy should be flexible and provide activities that 

support parents with ideas for home learning without being prescriptive. 



• A home learning wall will be sent home each term.

• Spelling pattern and word lists will be published on 

the school website. The children will be given 

examples of spelling games by their teacher.

• All home learning journals should be brought into 

school on a MONDAY.

Home Learning P3-7


